Trump’s Executive Order On Insulin Not Yet Implemented
AFP Fact Check | 9/30/20
As Trump touts that his orders will result in lower drug and insulin prices for people with lower incomes, Rachel Sachs says that the policy’s narrow definition of low income could soften any impact.

During Covid, Eating Disorder Patients Turn to Apps
Wired | 9/29/20
As many forms of treatment shift to online formats, eating disorder treatment options can be found there, too. Dr. Ellen Fitzsimmons-Craft discusses online treatment in the age of a pandemic.

Hospitalizations Up 186% In Outstate Missouri Since June
AP News | 9/29/20
After MO reopened for business, hospitalizations from COVID-19 have nearly tripled in areas outside of KC and St. Louis. David Warren, MD, MPH, comments on the increase.

Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis on BBC World News
BBC World News | 9/28/20
As we face the grim fact that there have been over 1 million COVID-19 deaths worldwide, Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis discusses the reasons why this might be the case in America and worldwide.

RBG Fought for Working Moms. It’s Time for America to Do the Same | Opinion
Newsweek | 9/25/20
Check out this piece by faculty scholar Matifadza Hlatshwayo Davis, M.D., MPH, where she advocates for support for working moms while sharing her experiences as one.

The ‘Defund The Police’ Debate Is Being Warped By A False Choice
The Boston Globe | 9/25/20
This piece by Faculty Scholar Dr. John N. Robinson III discusses calls to defund police and the misconceptions therein.

Here’s How the Pandemic Finally Ends
Político | 9/25/20
Curious as to what needs to happen for the pandemic to finally end? Dr. Michael Kinch walks through what conditions are necessary and which lifestyle changes could last decades.

Health Officials Scramble To Explain Details Of Trump’s $200 Drug Discount Card
The Washington Post | 9/25/20
Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs discusses how implementing the President’s plan could be taking time away from battling the coronavirus pandemic.

Life-expectancy Gap: 18-year Difference Between These Two Zip Codes
Fox 2 | 9/25/20
Dr. Jason Purnell discusses social determinants of health that contribute to an 18-year difference in life expectancy rates between ZIP Codes.

Trump Promises Drug Discount Cards as an Expensive Pre-election Gift
New York Times | 9/24/20
Rachel Sachs, JD, MPH holds Trump’s pre-election drug discount card plan into question. What are your thoughts on the president’s plan?

Joe Biden’s Jobs Ad Uses Pandemic To Tar Donald Trump
Politifact | 9/24/20
Economist Steven Fazzari comments on Biden’s claims that Trump’s policies deepened the COVID-19 recession.

Life-expectancy Gap: 18-year Difference Between These Two ZIP Codes
Fox2Now | 9/24/20
Dr. Jason Purnell discusses the unfortunate existence of “social determinants of health” in St. Louis, as they relate to race, ZIP code and COVID-19.

COVID Is Causing A Mental Health Crisis Among College Students
The Fresh Toast | 9/23/20
Dr. Jessi Gold discusses how the pandemic has increased mental health struggles amongst an already struggling group, college students.

U.S. Reaches COVID-19 Milestone: Death Toll Is Over 200,000
NPR | 9/23/20
As the U.S. COVID-19 death toll reaches its highest point, Larry J. Shapiro Director of the Institute for Public Health Dr. Bill Powderly discusses the situation in the Midwest, where cases are surging most rapidly.

Smoking Marijuana During Pregnancy Increases The Risk Of Psychotic-like Behaviors, Attention Disorders And Sleep Problems In Children, Study Finds
DailyMail | 9/23/20
Ryan Bogdan, PhD, discusses his findings around the correlation between marijuana use during pregnancy and mental health issues.
Mom-to-Be’s Pot Use Linked With Higher Odds for Kids' Mental Woes
U.S. News | 9/23/20
Ryan Bogdan, PhD, discusses his findings around the correlation between marijuana use during pregnancy and mental health issues.

Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis with Yahoo Finance
Yahoo Finance | 9/23/20
Dr. Mati Hlawtshwayo Davis discusses what it will take for some COVID-19 safety restrictions to be allowed to ease.

Dr. Mati Hlawtshwayo Davis on NBC Now
NBC News Now | 9/23/20
After Dr. Fauci stated that he was “cautiously optimistic” for a 2020 COVID-19 vaccine, Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis sits down with NBC News Now to discuss what it would take for a vaccine to be effective.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg: A Life In Pursuit Of Gender Equality
Aljazeera | 9/23/20
A feminist icon, Ruth Bader Ginsburg has been a source of inspiration for countless women. Center for Human Rights, Gender and Migration director Dr. Kim Thuy Seelinger is mentioned here sharing exactly why, for her, it was no different.

Cancer Centers To Address Pandemic’s Impact On Cancer Prevention, Treatment
The Source | 9/22/20
Cancer centers across the country are coming together to examine how COVID-19 is impacting cancer care and detection. Cancer epidemiologist, Dr. Bettina Drake is mentioned describing why this action is necessary.

FDA Poised To Announce Tougher Standards For A Covid-19 Vaccine That Make It Unlikely One Will Be Cleared By Election Day
Washington Post | 9/22/20
As the search for a COVID-19 vaccine has become a hot button election topic, Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs comments on the FDA’s decision to announce tougher standards for a COVID-19 vaccine before election day.

Ginsburg's Death Could Imperil ACA, Lead To Further Legal Delays On Pivotal Lawsuit, Experts Say
Fierce Healthcare | 9/21/20
In the wake of Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s passing, what will her absence mean for American law and policy? Professor Rachel Sachs comments on how the Affordable Care Act is one of the bigger issues that could be affected.

As a Feminist Therapist, Coping With Ruth Bader Ginsburg's Death Is Complicated | Opinion
Newsweek | 9/21/20
Dr. Jessi Gold shares and examines her feelings, as therapist and feminist, on what the passing of Ruth Bader Ginsberg has meant for her personally and professionally.

Fall Risk Rises Even in Alzheimer's Early Stages
U.S. News | 9/21/20
Dr. Susan Stark shares research about the risks of falling as an early symptom of Alzheimer's.

Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis on MSNBC
MSNBC | 9/20/20
Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo Davis discusses COVID-19 deaths, large gatherings, and vaccine development.

Could A Common Vaccine Prevent COVID-19? Washington University Leads Study To Find Out
STL Public Radio | 9/19/20
Could the measles, mumps and rubella vaccine protect people from getting sick with the coronavirus? Some WashU doctors say yes. Dr. Mary Politi provides insight.

Therapists Say 'Election Stress' Is Real — and It's Only Going to Get Worse
InStyle | 9/18/20
Are you feeling anxiety, dread, or general stress as November 3rd approaches? Therapist Dr. Jessi Gold explains that “election stress” is very much a real thing.

GLOBAL HANGOUT: Ask the Experts: Vaccines and Vaccinationalism
NBC News | 9/17/20
Dr. Michael Kinch chats with other experts about the ins and outs of what a coronavirus vaccine could look like.

Study: Cancer Patients Have A Harder Time With COVID-19
Fox 2 Now | 9/17/20
We know that pre-existing conditions can make battling COVID-19 much more difficult. Dr. Graham Colditz weighs in on cancer patients and coronavirus.

Colon Cancer: Know Your Risk And What To Do
The St. Louis American | 9/16/20
In the wake of actor, Chadwick Boseman’s death, Dr. Bettina Drake explains why it is crucial for everyone, particularly older adults, to get a colon cancer screening.

If You Believe In Science Then You Should Worry A Lot About Trump Rushing Out A Vaccine For The Election
AlterNet | 9/16/20
How far reaching could the implications be for rushing out a subpar COVID-19 vaccine? Dr. Michael Kinch discusses the likelihood of that happening and the scope of the consequences.

Donald Trump Is Losing On An Issue Voters Care A Lot About. Here's How He's Trying to Change That
Faculty Scholar Rachel Sachs shares information on the truth behind Trump’s policy push to “lower drug prices”.

**Messenger: Youth Sports Parents Direct Ire At Sam Page Instead Of The Drivers Of COVID-19 Cases**
St. Louis Post-Dispatch | 9/15/20
As certain restrictions on youth sports remain, many frustrated St. Louisans are crying “let them play!” Dr. Jason Newland comments on the restrictions and their alignment with expert safety recommendations.

**There Was A College Mental Health Crisis Before COVID-19. Now It May Be Worse.**
HuffPost | 9/15/20
Dr. Jessi Gold discusses how the COVID-19 pandemic adds fuel to the already burning fire that is the college mental health crisis.

**Older People With Early, Asymptomatic Alzheimer’s Present Higher Risk Of Falling**
Hindustan Times | 9/15/20
Susan Stark, PhD, shares the research her team has done around the relationship between falls and early Alzheimer’s.

**LGBTQ Agenda: US Gonorrhea, Syphilis Cases Rise As Stay-at-home Orders Recede**
Bay Area Reporter | 9/15/20
Curious as to how the pandemic has affected sexual health? Dr. Hilary Reno discusses how trends of STD testing and diagnoses were impacted by the implementation and subsequent revoking of stay-at-home orders.

**Inside Oxford’s Vaccine Saga: From Wild Hype to Sobering Reality**
Político | 9/11/20
As we watch some vaccine developers confidently race toward success before experiencing sobering roadblocks, Dr. Michael Kinch comments on just how challenging this journey COVID-19 vaccine search will be.

**New Coronavirus Cases Rise in U.S. Despite Slowdown in Testing**
The Wall Street Journal | 9/10/20
Dr. Christine Ekenga discusses rising coronavirus cases and when we will be able to detect if there was a Labor Day spike.

**COVID-19 Vaccine: Absolutely Everything You Need to Know**
Ms. | 9/9/20
Faculty scholar Rachel Sachs discusses everything you need to know about the possibility of a COVID-19 vaccine.

**Rushing a COVID-19 Vaccine Risks Leaving Behind the People Most at Risk**
Newsweek | 9/9/10
Faculty Scholar Matifadza Hlatshwayo Davis, MD, MPH, explains where we are in the
coronavirus vaccine process, and how the lack of diversity in clinical trial volunteers reinforces a
culture of leaving behind people of color, who are most at risk for infection.

**Vaccine-makers Promise Safety Amid Shaky Public Confidence In COVID Developments**
Politico | 9/8/20
As surveys show that the country is growing more uncertain about taking a coronavirus vaccine, Rachel Sachs expresses her disappointment with vaccine-makers still not pledging transparency as they go forward with clinical trials.

**'We Are Therapists. After 6 Months of Lockdown, We're Almost at Breaking Point**
NewsWeek | 9/8/20
Who is taking care of the mental health of our mental health professionals? Jessi Gold, MD, MS co-wrote this piece about how the pandemic has brought a frenzy of work to therapists, whose frontline coronavirus work with high-risk groups has almost brought them to a breaking point.

**Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo CNN Appearance**
BBC World News | 9/8/20
Dr. Mati Hlatshwayo appears on BBC World News to discuss the path toward a successful coronavirus vaccine that puts science above politics.

**Remember Cancer Screenings And Other Important Health Care**
Chron | 9/8/20
Have you put off seeking health care for anything non-coronavirus related because of the pandemic? Institute Deputy Director Dr. Graham Colditz urges everyone to make taking care of their overall health a priority again.

**COVID-19 Disproportionately Impacting Those With Developmental Disabilities**
Disability Scoop | 9/8/20
Dr. John Constantino discusses how difficult the pandemic has been on those with developmental disabilities left without access to necessary resources and supports.

**Study Finds a Racial Gap in the Timing of Diagnoses of Autism Disorders**
The Journal of Blacks in Higher Education | 9/7/20
Dr. John Constantino discusses his study that found that there is a gap in the time of diagnoses of Autism disorders in black children.

**Nicklaus: The Recession Has Probably Ended, But It Sure Doesn’t Feel Like It**
St. Louis Post-Dispatch | 9/4/20
Are you still feeling the effects of the COVID-19 recession? While economists say it has ended, some, like Dr. Steven Fazzari, PhD, say the economy still needs work to recover.

**‘It Does Not Even Come Close’: Virtual Learning A Struggle For Many Special Needs Students, Parents**
St. Louis Public Radio | 9/3/20
As virtual learning ensues, students with special needs and their parents are struggling to juggle
the new normal without their usual supports. Dr. John Constantino explains why ensuring these students receive the necessary resources is critical.

17 Totally Normal Feelings to Have as a College Student Right Now
Self | 9/3/20
Those feelings you’re having heading back to school? They’re valid, according to Faculty Scholar, Dr. Jessi Gold.

Universities Are Blaming Students For The Spread Of The Coronavirus, Says One Missouri Professor
KCUR 89.3 | 9/3/20
Dr. Jessi Gold discusses how universities are placing blame on students for the spread of the coronavirus.

Amazon Halo’s Body Scan Feature Isn’t Just Dangerous — It’s Also Potentially Useless
OneZero | 9/3/20
Amazon has announced fitness technology that “reads” emotions and scans body parts for fat percentages. Experts, including Faculty Scholar Ellen E. Fitzsimmons-Craft, PhD, are concerned for those at high risk for eating disorders.

Here’s the Deal with Donating Convalescent Plasma for COVID-19 Patients
Shape | 9/02/20
Brenda Grossman, MD, explains convalescent plasma therapy, a common theme in coronavirus treatment conversations.

White House Doc's "Herd Immunity" Plan May Lead To Long-term Heart Problems For Many Americans
Salon | 9/2/20
Dr. Thomas Maddox shares his thoughts and the role “herd immunity” could play.

Get The Flu Shot To Prevent A 'Twin-demic,' The Combination Of The Flu And Covid-19, WashU Infectious Disease Specialist Says
KSDK-TV | 9/1/20
Are you worried about the Covid outbreak worsening as flu season approaches? Read answers to commonly-asked questions from Steven Lawrence, MD, MSc.

We’re Basically All Struggling With Mental Health Right Now—Let’s Normalize It
Self | 9/1/20
During the pandemic, have you had more open and real conversations about mental health in your families, friendships, and workplaces? Dr. Jessi Gold weighs in.

211 Helplines That Offer Rent and Food Assistance Are Totally Overwhelmed
Vice News | 9/1/20
Matthew Kreuter, PhD, MPH, discusses “pandemic heroes” as 211 helplines are offering record amounts of assistance.
Past Vaccine Disasters Show Why Rushing A Coronavirus Vaccine Now Would Be 'Colossally Stupid'

CNN | 9/1/20

Could a coronavirus vaccine put science and safety first or will such treatment be rushed by politics and competition? Dr. Michael Kinch discusses how rushing science in the past has led to “vaccine disaster.”